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Legal Writing (Quickstudy: Law)
Synopsis
A "must" for getting better grades on exams. Legal writing teaches the student to think like a lawyer and write those thoughts in an orderly manner.
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Customer Reviews
I like the Legal Barcharts series. They pack a LOT of information into a very manageable format, and then make it easy to keep handy. The lamination is very high quality as well.

BETTER THAN ANY LAWYER I HAVE MET

I got this quick study to help me refresh; I had been out of the legal field the past 7 years as a legal assistant. It's been helpful though I am using other resources to better my skills.

We own a series of Quick Study guides. These guides are clearly not a substitute for 500-page study books, but are generally very useful quick references. We routinely consult the Quick Study guides when we need to write something with a legal slant, on a scientific topic, or merely a flawlessly punctuated document. This is a generic review, as one could always argue what each Quick Study guide should contain or shouldn't contain. As a general, basic reference, the sturdy guides are excellent, well-organized, and concise.

Grandson new student of Law School, Said they were a great tool for beginner studying Law.
Nice, concise, understandable terminology and definitions for the newly minted attorney or paralegal who wants a "quick reference" sheet at hand.

Purchased to help with the paralegal program I'm doing. A great go to for an overview. Very happy with them!

Excellent resource. Great value!
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